INTRODUCTION
============

Polyketides constitute one of the largest families of small molecule natural products biosynthesized by microbes, fungi and plants as secondary metabolites. These small molecule natural products not only show enormous diversity in their chemical structures but also have a variety of biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. The elucidation of polyketide biosynthetic machinery by pioneering genetic and biochemical studies has revealed that these secondary metabolites are biosynthesized by a class of enzymes called polyketide synthases (PKSs) using an assembly line mechanism, which resembles fatty acid biosynthesis ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]). During the last decade, the research on PKS biosynthetic pathways has been pursued with two major goals, namely, identification and experimental characterization of new polyketide natural products in various microbial and fungal species ([@B6],[@B7]) and production of novel rationally designed natural products by manipulation of known PKS biosynthetic machinery using biosynthetic engineering approach ([@B3],[@B8],[@B9]). Bioinformatics analysis of PKS biosynthetic pathways has played a major role in guiding various experimental approaches towards realizing these objectives ([@B10; @B11; @B12; @B13]).

PKSDB ([@B14]) and NRPS--PKS ([@B15]) were the first set of web based computational tools which facilitated correlation of sequences of PKS/NRPS megasynthases to the chemical structures of their corresponding secondary metabolite products. The utility of these tools in secondary metabolite biosynthesis research have been discussed in recent reviews ([@B16],[@B17]) and have also been acknowledged in several publications from experimental research groups ([@B12],[@B13]). Very recently, softwares like ASMPKS ([@B18]), ClustScan ([@B19]), CLUSEAN ([@B20]) and NP.searcher ([@B21]) have been developed for discovery of secondary metabolites by genome analysis. [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1) gives a comparative analysis of the various features in different softwares available for analysis of PKS/NRPS biosynthetic pathways. These newly developed softwares have several additional features, like providing an interface for scanning complete genomes for secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters, prediction of stereo specificity of reductive domains and prediction of the linear chemical structures of the polyketide or non-ribosomal peptide chains. Even though these computational tools, including PKSDB and NRPS--PKS, use structural information on PKS or NRPS proteins only to a limited extent, 3D structures of AT domains of PKS and A domains of NRPS have provided valuable clues for formulation of prediction rules for correlating sequences of PKS/NRPS proteins to chemical structures of their secondary metabolite products ([@B14],[@B22]). The starter/extender specificity code for A domains was originally proposed by Challis *et al.* ([@B23]) and Stachelhaus *et al.* ([@B24]) based on analysis of the crystal structure of substrate bound adenylation domain from gramicidin synthetase A (GrsA) ([@B25]) and has been implemented subsequently in NRPS--PKS software. Recently Rausch *et al.* ([@B26]) have developed the NRPSpredictor tool using a machine learning method like transductive support vector machine (TSVM) and a feature vector consisting of 12 different physico-chemical characteristics of the binding pocket residues derived from the same Phe activating adenylation domain from GrsA. Yadav *et al.* ([@B14]) have identified putative specificity determining residues (SDRs) of AT domains of PKS proteins based on the structure of an acyltransferase from *Escherichia coli* FAS ([@B27]) and used these SDRs to predict substrate specificities of AT domains. These studies demonstrate that structure-based data can be efficiently used for prediction of functional specificities of PKS or NRPS catalytic domains in view of their conserved structural fold. Recently available crystal structures of various catalytic domains ([@B4],[@B28; @B29; @B30; @B31; @B32]) of Type I PKS and almost complete module of mammalian FAS protein ([@B33]) provide novel insight into 3D architecture of catalytic domains within a homodimeric PKS module ([@B32],[@B34]). As can be seen from [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the most notable difference is that, the long stretches of amino acids which are typically depicted as unusually long linker regions by conventional sequence based analysis, in fact adopt compact structural domains. The structural fold adopted by DH--ER linker region is tightly packed with catalytic KR domain in the 3D structure even though, in sequence they are separated by ER domain. This suggests that the polyketide biosynthesis is brought about by complex machinery consisting of a tightly coupled network of core catalytic and structural domains and incorporation of such structural information is crucial for design of domain swap experiments for obtaining novel polyketides by rational design approach. A number of recent studies ([@B35; @B36; @B37; @B38]) have also demonstrated that the 3D structure adopted by inter-polypeptide linker regions (also called docking domains) of modular PKS proteins plays a crucial role in inter-subunit recognition between cognate ORFs in a modular PKS cluster consisting of multiple ORFs. Hence, a structure based analysis of inter-polypeptide linker sequences can help in predicting cognate order of substrate channeling in a modular PKS cluster. Such structural analysis of docking domains as well as modeling of 3D structure of complete PKS modules have provided valuable clues for the recent experimental discovery of a novel 'intermolecular iterative' mechanism involved in biosynthesis of mycoketides in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* ([@B39]). Figure 1.Schematic diagram depicting differences in domain annotations on a typical PKS module by sequence and structure based approach. Various catalytic domains annotated by sequence based programs like NRPS--PKS are shown as circles and the lines connecting the circles represent inter-domain linker stretches. For the same PKS module, the rectangular boxes depict the stretches aligning with various crystal structures of Type I PKS proteins. As can be seen boundaries of some catalytic domains have significantly altered and several amino acid stretches depicted as linkers by NRPS--PKS have compact structures and constitute structural domains of PKS. The figure also shows the crystal structures (PDB IDs 2HG4, 3EL6, 1IZ0, 2FR0 for KS-AT, DH, ER and KR, respectively) of various structural and catalytic domains in the same color as depicted in rectangular boxes.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop web based software tools which can be used to model 3D structures of PKS modules and predict inter-subunit contacts based on the structure of docking domains. Last but not the least, the recent discovery of major deviations from standard PKS paradigms ([@B40]) in many organisms as well as characterization of new domains in PKS clusters necessitated the creation of updated databases of experimentally characterized secondary metabolite gene clusters which form the core of sequence based analysis of PKS proteins. This prompted us to develop SBSPKS which not only permits a structure based analysis of PKS proteins, but also permits sequence based comparison of query PKS proteins with a large database of experimentally characterized PKS clusters.

METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
==========================

The SBSPKS interface is organized in three major functional units, namely MODEL_3D_PKS, DOCK_DOM_ANAL and NRPS--PKS.

Model_3D_PKS
------------

Model_3D_PKS component of SBSPKS has been designed to model the 3D structures of complete modules of Type I modular PKS proteins in biologically active dimeric conformation. Typically the Type I PKS modules consist of four different types of domain combinations i.e. KS-AT-ACP, KS-AT-KR-ACP, KS-AT-DH-KR-ACP and KS-AT-DH-ER-KR-ACP. However, no crystal structures are available for any of the four different types of complete PKS modules. The only available module crystal structure is KS-AT-DH-ER-KR fragment of mammalian FAS which performs analogous catalytic function and its constituent catalytic domains show structural homology to corresponding PKS catalytic domains. In view of the limited sequence homology between PKS and FAS domains and also the intervening linker regions, it is not possible to model the complete module by straight forward sequence alignment between target (PKS module) and template (FAS module). Model_3D_PKS models individual PKS catalytic domains as well as large inter-domain linkers using available crystal structures of Type I PKS proteins as templates but obtains the relative orientation of various catalytic domains in the PKS module by superposing them onto structurally homologous domains in the mammalian FAS crystal structure. Since mammalian FAS structure lacks the ACP domain, Model_3D_PKS models all PKS modules without the ACP domain. Even though the 3D structure for ACP domain of modular PKS has been elucidated by NMR studies ([@B41]), it will not be possible to fix the relative orientation of ACP domain with respect to other catalytic domains in absence of experimental information. In view of the large distances between catalytic centers of various domains in the mammalian FAS structure, it is possible that ACP domain does not have a fixed orientation with respect to other catalytic domains, but is rather mobile to obtain access to various catalytic centers during biosynthesis.

### Modeling KS and AT domain along with intervening linker region

The KS-AT fragment of all four types of PKS modules are modeled using the crystal structure (2HG4) ([@B29]) of KS-AT di-domain from module 5 of erythromycin PKS cluster as a template. This crystal structure shows that the 100 residue long linker region between KS and AT domains adopts a completely novel compact fold and the relative orientation of the KS and AT domains in the structure 2HG4 is similar to the domain organization seen in mammalian FAS protein.

### Modeling catalytic sub-domain of KR

In case of KS-AT-KR-ACP module, the KR catalytic domain as well as the sequences flanking the KR domain are modeled using the crystal structure 2FR0 ([@B30]) from module 1 of DEBS. The structure 2FR0 consisting of KR domain along with its flanking linkers (210 amino acids from AT--KR linker and 70 amino acids from KR--ACP linker) has provided novel insight into structural details of KR domain of modular PKS proteins ([@B30]). The 210-amino acid AT--KR linker region comprises a new structural sub-domain of KR, while the conventional KR domain along with the 70-amino acid KR--ACP linker forms the catalytic sub-domain. Both sub-domains have identical fold despite lack of significant sequence similarity between them and together they form a tightly packed structure. Similar structural architecture consisting of structural and catalytic sub-domains is also conserved in mammalian FAS. The structure 2FR0 shows significant homology with KR domain as well as flanking AT-KR and KR-ACP linker regions of all KS-AT-KR-ACP modules.

### Modeling DH and ER domains

The DH domains of PKS proteins in KS-AT-DH-KR-ACP and KS-AT-DH-ER-KR-ACP modules are modeled using the crystal structure of the dehydratase domain (3EL6) ([@B31]) from module 4 of erythromycin PKS. Since no full length ER crystal structures are available for any of the Type I PKS ER domains, the crystal structure 1IZ0, a quinone oxidoreductase structure from *Thermus thermophilus* was used as a template for modeling ER domains.

### Modeling structural sub-domain of KR

It has been proposed that DH-KR and DH-ER linkers adopt a fold similar to structural sub-domain of KR and form a compact structure along with catalytic sub-domain of KR. However, in most cases DH-KR and DH-ER linker sequences do not show statistically significant sequence similarity (BLAST *E*-value lower than 10^−6^) with the structural sub-domain of 2FR0, even though the catalytic sub-domain shows significant similarity. A set of 110 full length KR sequences were collected from 20 representative modular PKS clusters by concatenating DH-KR/ER linker, KR domain and KR-ACP linker sequences. These sequences were grouped into nine representative clusters so that all sequences within a cluster show sufficient similarity with each other over the region corresponding to structural KR, but lack significant similarity across the clusters ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1)). One representative sequence from each cluster was selected and structural model was built for each of them using 2FR0 as template by threading method. These nine structural models are used as templates for modeling structural sub-domains of KR in cases where DH-KR and DH-ER linkers lacked homology to 2FR0.

### Protocol for modeling complete PKS modules

Model_3D_PKS builds homology models for various catalytic and structural domains in any PKS module using the crystal structures 2HG4, 3EL6, 1IZ0 and 2FR0 or any of its nine representative structurally homologous threading based models as templates. The side chain coordinates of these homology models are built using the SCWRL program ([@B42]) based on the alignment of the query sequence with the respective templates. The relative orientations of various domains in the 3D structure of the modeled PKS module is fixed by superposing the template structures on the corresponding fragments of the crystal structure of mammalian FAS module. In fact, the template structures are kept pre-aligned on the FAS structure using the DALI server so that Model_3D_PKS does not have to carry out any compute intensive structural superposition while building the model for the complete module. Thus, the modeling protocol of Model_3D_PKS essentially involves aligning the query module sequence to the sequences of the various templates using a local version of the NCBI BLAST program and based on these alignments, modeling the side chain coordinates on the transformed coordinates of the templates using SCWRL.

### Development of Model_3D_PKS web interface

Appropriate interfaces have also been developed for obtaining alignments of query sequence with various templates, downloading the coordinates of individual domains in the module or visualizing them using JMOL applet. Suitable utilities have also been provided in Model_3D_PKS for identifying contacting residues between any two domains in the module, and also depicting SDRs in catalytic sites of AT and KR domains. The prediction of starter/extender substrate specificity of the modeled AT domain is carried out based on 13 SDR motifs proposed by Yadav *et al.* ([@B14]). Similarly various motifs identified by Caffrey ([@B43],[@B44]) and Keatinge Clay ([@B45]) are used to predict the stereo specificity of KR domains for orientation of hydroxyl group and the stereochemistry of the R group substituent at alpha carbon. The program can also identify catalytically inactive KR domains based on the motifs proposed by Keatinge Clay ([@B45]).

Dock_Dom_Anal
-------------

Dock_Dom_Anal interface of SBSPKS permits evaluation of crucial inter-subunit contacts between two ORFs in a modular PKS gene cluster. The inter-subunit contacts are identified based on the assumption that a single helical stretch from the C-terminus linker of the preceding ORF and three helical stretches from the N-terminus linker of the succeeding ORF together form a four helix bundle structure called 'docking domain'. Structure of a docking domain from erythromycin PKS cluster has been elucidated both by NMR ([@B35]) as well as crystallographic ([@B46]) studies. It has been proposed that two crucial electrostatic residue pairs in the docking domain structure mediate inter-subunit association during substrate channeling between multiple ORFs in a modular PKS cluster, while unfavorable contacts at equivalent positions in the docking domain are believed to discriminate non-cognate inter-subunit association. This has been referred to, in the literature as 'docking code' ([@B35],[@B36],[@B47]). Site directed mutagenesis experiments ([@B48]) as well as evolutionary analysis ([@B37],[@B38]) of cognate and non-cognate residue pairs in experimentally characterized modular PKS clusters have provided evidence in support of docking code. Recently Yadav *et al.* ([@B37]) analyzed N- and C-terminus linker sequences of a large number of modular PKS clusters and have developed a simple scoring scheme based on the 'docking code' by which cognate combinatorial order of substrate channeling can be distinguished from large number of non-cognate combinatorial possibilities. Dock_Dom_Anal interface of SBSPKS has implemented the computational protocol developed by Yadav *et al.* ([@B37]) for predicting the preferred order of substrate channeling for modular PKS cluster consisting of multiple ORFs. Here we give a brief description of the protocol, while additional details can be found in the work of Yadav *et al.* ([@B37]). Given the N-terminus linker of the preceding ORF and C-terminus linker of the succeeding ORF, Dock_Dom_Anal identifies crucial interacting residue pairs based on structure based sequence alignment with the NMR structure of the docking domain. The two interacting residue pairs on the interface between the two ORFs are categorized as favorable, unfavorable and neutral based on a simple scoring scheme described in the earlier work by Yadav *et al.* ([@B37]). [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1) shows a schematic diagram depicting the protocol used by Dock_Dom_Anal for extracting interface contacts from sequences of inter-polypeptide linkers. Given the N- and C-terminus linker sequences of a series of ORFs from a modular PKS cluster, Dock_Dom_Anal combinatorially evaluates all possible interface contacts and ranks each ORF combination in terms of total number of favorable and neutral interface contacts. Since the first ORFs of modular PKS clusters contain loading modules with different domain combinations and last ORFs typically have thioesterase (TE) domains for release of the polyketide chains, the identity of the first and last ORF can often be inferred based on these features. Dock_Dom_Anal provides option for combinatorial evaluation of interface contacts for the remaining ORFs when the identity of the first and last ORF is provided by the user. This can help in improving the accuracy of the prediction of cognate order of substrate channeling in modular PKS clusters. Dock_Dom_Anal also provides options for extracting the concatenated linker sequences for each of the interfaces in a given combination of ORFs, their alignment with the sequence of the erythromycin docking domain, and crucial interacting residue pairs.

NRPS--PKS
---------

NRPS--PKS interface of SBSPKS server provides a number of user friendly tools for sequence based analysis of putative Types I and III PKS proteins. It can help in identifying and pictorially depicting various catalytic domains present in the sequence of Type I PKS proteins and comparing them with a large number of experimentally characterized PKS and hybrid PKS/NRPS clusters present in the back end databases. NRPS--PKS interface is essentially the latest updated version of the web server developed earlier by our group for sequence based analysis of PKS/NRPS proteins. However, the current version of NRPS--PKS provides access to a much larger data set of experimentally characterized PKS and NRPS gene clusters. NRPS--PKS has been incorporated in SBSPKS server, not only for integrating the various tools for sequence based analysis of PKS megasynthases with the recently developed tools for structure based analysis, but also for accessing the large knowledge base of experimentally characterized PKS clusters and correlating various sequence/structural features of PKS proteins to the chemical structures of their metabolic products. The current database comprises of 167 experimentally characterized PKS and NRPS gene clusters ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1)) consisting of ∼4400 PKS and NRPS catalytic domains. The various different types of catalytic domains present in these 167 gene clusters comprise of 716 KS, 571 AT, 384 DH, 107 ER, 596 KR, 850 PP, 100 TE, 68 MT, 365 C, 354 A, 448 PCP and 23 CHS domains ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1)). Apart from these typical domains present in PKS and NRPS gene clusters, this backend database of SBSPKS also contains few examples of unusual domains like EC (Enoyl CoA hydratase) and PH (Phytanoyl CoA hydroxylase) in curacin ([@B49]) and PS (Pyran synthase) in bryostatin ([@B50]), which perform novel catalytic reactions and hence, increase structural diversity of secondary metabolites. In most PKS clusters, additional chain modifications are carried out by tailoring enzymes or *trans* PKS enzymes to impart structural diversity and biological activity to the polyketide products. However, these EC, PH and PS domains instead of acting in *trans* were found to be present within the PKS modules along with the catalytic and reductive domains in bryostatin and curacin PKS clusters.

RESULTS
=======

We describe here, a typical usage of SBSPKS for various types of analysis of PKS proteins. Model_3D_PKS and Dock_Dom_Anal interfaces of the SBSPKS software can be used for modeling 3D structure of a PKS module and analyzing inter-subunit interactions in a modular PKS cluster consisting of multiple ORFs. However, the input required for this analysis, i.e. the sequence of a single PKS module and sequences of N- and C-terminus linkers comes from sequence based analysis of PKS proteins. Therefore, a convenient entry point for usage of SBSPKS is the NRPS--PKS interface which is essentially an updated version of the NRPS--PKS software developed earlier by our group for sequence based analysis of PKS and NRPS megasynthases. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical usage of NRPS--PKS interface for identifying various catalytic domains in the query sequence of a type I modular PKS protein and depiction of domains, linkers and modules in a pictorial representation. As can be seen, upon clicking the links on any catalytic domain, the software provides additional interfaces for comparison of the corresponding domain sequence to the homologous domains present in experimentally characterized PKS clusters cataloged in backend databases and alignment with sequences of homologous crystal structures of Type I PKS proteins present in PDB. In case of domains like AT, which are involved in selection of starter and extender substrates, NRPS--PKS extracts the list of residues lining the active site pocket from alignments with homologous PDB structures and attempts to predict the substrate specificity by comparing active site motif of the query domain to the motifs present in AT domains of known specificity ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It may be noted that, while most of these analysis are similar to the analysis carried out by earlier version of NRPS--PKS software, the superiority of NRPS--PKS interface of SBSPKS arises from enhancement in number of experimentally characterized PKS clusters available in backend databases. For example, in contrast to less than 200 AT domains of known specificity present in earlier version of NRPS--PKS, backend database of SBSPKS has 571 AT domains with known substrates. Analysis of substrates for these 571 AT domains indicates that, they correspond to 13 different starter/extender substrates. Thus, using the NRPS--PKS interface of SBSPKS web server, substrates can in principle be predicted for 13 substrate specific subfamilies of AT domains, in contrast to SEARCHPKS or earlier version of NRPS--PKS which could essentially identify malonate and methylmalonate specific AT domains. We carried out a benchmarking of the accuracy of NRPS--PKS for prediction of different substrates. In our dataset of 571 AT domains, apart from malonate and methylmalonate, AT domains corresponding to other substrates were relatively fewer in number. Out of the 13 different starter/extender substrates, only those having at least two examples could be considered for the benchmarking analysis ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the AT domains specific for unusual substrates like 3-methyl-butyrate, cyclohexanecarboxylic acid, 3-amino-5-hydroxy benzoic acid and *trans*-cyclopentane-(1R, 2R)-dicarboxylic acid were not considered for benchmarking analysis as our data set contained single examples for them. During benchmarking, cross validation for malonate and methylmalonate specific AT domains were carried out by dividing the data into training set and test set, while for other AT domains leave-one-out cross validation approach was used ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists the total number of AT domains in our dataset for each substrate type, number of AT domains of each type in the test set and the number of correct predictions. As can be seen from [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, NRPS--PKS interface of SBSPKS cannot only predict substrates for malonate and methylmalonate specific AT domains with high specificity and sensitivity values, it can also predict other unusual substrates like ethylmalonate, methoxymalonate, propionate, 2-Me butyrate and benzoate, etc with reasonable accuracy. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} also shows prediction results for these unusual substrates by other softwares like ASMPKS and CLUSTSCAN using the same data set. As can be seen, both ASMPKS and CLUSTSCAN can predict for only two other substrates apart from malonate and methylmalonate specific AT domains. The prediction accuracy of SBSPKS for these unusual substrates is in fact comparable to the prediction results reported by Minowa *et al.* ([@B51]) using a similar leave-one-out cross validation approach ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, it should be noted that, the datasets used are not identical and subtle differences also exist in the prediction protocol. SBSPKS predicts AT specificity using the 13 crucial active site pocket residues identified by Yadav *et al.* and only when multiple hits are found in the data base with identical active site motifs, the results are sorted based on degree of similarity in the entire sequence. On the other hand, Minowa *et al.* ([@B51]) use a HMM profile derived from a set of 99 crucial class specific residues of AT domains. Thus our benchmarking analysis demonstrates that SBSPKS can identify AT domains specific for a number of different substrates with reasonably high accuracy. Figure 2.The figure depicts usage of NRPS--PKS for depicting various catalytic domains present in the query sequence. Clicking on each domain leads to a page which provides the details of its alignment with its structural homologs present in PDB as well as with other homologous domains in different experimentally characterized PKS clusters. The screenshot also depicts the prediction of substrate specificity of AT domain based on comparison of its putative active site pocket residues with AT domains having known substrates. Table 1.Benchmarking of the prediction of AT substrate specificity and comparison with predictions by other softwaresSubstrate[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Total data set sizeNumber of correct predictionsSBSPKSASMPKSClustscanMinowa *et al.* ([@B51])[^b^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Malonate training: 136, test = 135271132/135Methylmalonate training: 107, test = 107214106/107Ethylmalonate1410/140/148/147/10Methoxymalonate75/70/71/710/12Propionate22/2----3/3Isobutyrate20/2----2/3Glycerate21/2------2-Me butyrate32/3----0/2Benzoate22/2------[^2][^3]

The other new features of NRPS--PKS are integration of sequence based analysis with new interfaces of SBSPKS for structure based analysis. As can be seen from second panel in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the domain depiction page of NRPS--PKS provides links for prediction of docking domain interactions and upon clicking this link, the N- and C-terminus linkers of the sets of ORFs analyzed by NRPS--PKS are automatically provided as input to Dock_Dom_Anal. Similarly the sequence of a module extracted from a Type I PKS protein based on domain boundaries provided by NRPS--PKS can be given as input to Model_3D_PKS for depicting the additional structural domains encoded by the long inter-domain linkers and a series of other structure based analysis. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows typical screen shots for various structure based analysis which can be carried out by providing the sequence of one PKS module as input to Model_3D_PKS. As can be seen, apart from the catalytic domains, the software also identifies structural domains in the KS-AT and DH-ER linker regions. It also provides links to the structural models of individual catalytic and structural domains present in the module as well as, to the model of the complete module. Upon clicking the button for displaying the 3D structure of the complete module, the dimeric structure of the complete module is shown using JMOL with various structural and catalytic domains depicted in different colors in a new window. All possible manipulations can be done on the displayed model using various features of JMOL. As can be seen from [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, Model_3D_PKS software provides options for viewing alignment of different catalytic domains present in the query module with their respective structural templates and also links to PDB for additional information on these structural templates. The alignment page also provides links for predicting stereo-specificity of KR domains and starter/extender specificity in case of AT domains. As can be seen from [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, upon clicking the stereo-specificity link for catalytic KR domain, the SDRs are depicted on the ribbon model and based on these residues stereo-specificity of KR is predicted. Similar analysis and depiction of SDRs is also possible for AT domain. It may be noted that NRPS--PKS also extracts SDRs for AT domains based on alignment of the query sequence with crystal structures, but display of SDRs by Model_3D_PKS on the structural model can provide additional insight into the structural basis of substrate selection. Model_3D_PKS also permits analysis of inter-domain contacts for selected domain pairs at different cut off distances. [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1) shows a typical example of calculation of contacts between KS and DH domains and depiction of contacting residues on the 3D structural model. As can be seen, because of the dimeric structure of the module, apart from the contacts between KS and DH domains in the same chain certain inter-chain contacts involving these domains are also present. Analysis of such contacts is crucial for successful design of domain swap experiments for generating novel polyketides. Figure 3.Screen shots showing various options available in Model_3D_PKS and their usage for modeling 3D structures of various structural and catalytic domains present in a PKS module as well as structure of the complete module. The figure also shows usage of the software for depicting SDRs of KR domain on its structure and predicting stereo-specificity of the KR domain based on these residues.

The other major structure based analysis permitted by SBSPKS is the analysis of inter-subunit contacts in modular PKS clusters consisting of multiple ORFs and use them for predicting the order of substrate channeling. As mentioned earlier, given the FASTA sequences of a set of ORFs as input, NRPS--PKS can automatically extract the N- and C-terminus linkers and inputs those sequences to Dock_Dom_Anal for analysis. Alternatively linker sequences extracted by other programs can also be directly provided in input text boxes of Dock_Dom_Anal. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical example from nanchangmycin modular PKS cluster consisting of six ORFs. Upon clicking the submit button, the software displays a series of options for viewing the input sequences, analyzing any selected combination of these six ORFs or scoring total number of favorable, unfavorable and neutral contacts in all the five inter-subunit interfaces present in each and every possible combination of these six ORFs. As can be seen, upon selecting a specific combination of these six ORFs for analysis, the software provides further options for aligning the linker sequences to the structural template of the docking domain, extracting crucial interacting residue pairs for each interface and scoring the combination. Dock_Dom_Anal also provides an option for improving the accuracy of cognate order prediction by providing the identity of the first and last ORF from additional knowledge about the gene cluster. In such cases the total number of combinatorial possibilities reduces since first and the last ORFs are kept fixed and this helps in higher scoring of the cognate combination. As can be seen from [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} when ORF1 and ORF6 are designated as first and last ORF, out of 24 different combinatorial arrangements of the remaining four ORFs, the combination corresponding to the cognate order of substrate channeling in nanchangmycin PKS cluster is among the top four combinations with highest score. This demonstrates the utility of Dock_Dom_Anal in deciphering cognate order of substrate channeling by analysis of inter-subunit interactions. [Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq340/DC1) shows the results for benchmarking of Dock_Dom_Anal on a set of 14 modular PKS clusters, with the number of ORFs varying from 4 to 10. For each of these 14 modular PKS clusters the Table S3 lists the total number of combinations (when identity of first and last ORF is fixed, based on information about loading and final chain release domains), total number of favorable, unfavorable and neutral contacts in the cognate combination and the total number of non-cognate combinations having score better, equal to, or lower than cognate combination. As can be seen, for 10 out of these 14 modular PKS clusters, Dock_Dom_Anal can rank the cognate combination within top 20% of the total number of possible combinations. In our earlier work involving the development of computational protocol for prediction of the order of substrate channeling in modular PKS clusters, we had carried out a similar benchmarking on an additional set of 17 modular PKS clusters and in case of 14 out of those 17 clusters the cognate combination could be ranked within top 20%. Thus, the results of our combined benchmarking studies indicate that, for 24 out of 31 modular PKS clusters, valuable clues about the order of substrate channeling can be obtained from analysis of inter-subunit contacts by Dock_dom_Anal interface of SBSPKS. We also analyzed reasons for failure of Dock_dom_Anal in case of the remaining seven modular PKS clusters. It was found that, in many cases due to presence of other catalytic domains, the linker sequences were either too small or too large compared to typical N- and C-terminus linkers of modular PKS proteins. In some cases, the alignment of linker sequences with helical regions of template docking domains by our completely automated approach was also erroneous due to very low sequence similarity. Therefore, in such cases the program failed to extract correct pairs of inter-subunit contacts. It is also possible that, apart from linkers other catalytic domains also play a role in inter-subunit communication in modular PKS proteins as suggested by some experimental studies. Thus, our benchmarking results suggest that, even though the prediction accuracy of Dock_Dom_Anal is currently limited, it is a valuable tool for preliminary structure based analysis of inter-subunit interactions. Availability of additional sequence/structure data in future can help in further improving its prediction accuracy. Figure 4.The figure depicts various options available in Dock_Dom_Anal for prediction of the order of substrate channeling between multiple ORFs in a modular PKS cluster based on docking domain interactions. As can be seen the program can quickly evaluate the total number of favorable, unfavorable and neutral inter-subunit contacts for various combinatorial orders of six ORFs present in a modular PKS cluster.

DISCUSSION
==========

SBSPKS provides several interfaces for a variety of sequence as well as structure based analysis of PKSs. The NRPS--PKS interface of SBSPKS can be used for fast automated annotation of organization of catalytic domains, prediction of starter and extender specificity of AT domains and a variety of sequence based comparison with a large number of experimentally characterized PKS clusters having known secondary metabolite products. On the other hand, the Model_3D_PKS interface is useful for identification of structural domains encoded by large linker regions between catalytic domains and modeling interactions between various catalytic and structural domains in a PKS module. Such structural details are extremely important not only for understanding mechanistic details of polyketide biosynthesis, but also for rational design of novel polyketides by biosynthetic engineering approach. Prediction of inter-subunit contacts in modular PKS clusters, based on docking domain analysis using Dock_Dom_Anal can help in identifying cognate order of substrate channeling and deciphering chemical structure of final polyketide products encoded by modular PKS clusters present in genomes. In summary, SBSPKS would be valuable tool for discovery of new secondary metabolite by genome mining as well as rational design of novel polyketides by biosynthetic engineering.
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[^1]: The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors.

[^2]: ^a^Prediction for specificity and sensitivity for Malonate and methylmalonate was carried out by dividing the data set into training and test sets. The values for specificity and sensitivity obtained are Malonate: Sp: 99.1%, Sn: 97.77% and methylmalonate: Sp: 95.86%, Sn: 99.06% The number of correct predictions for other substrates has been calculated by leave-one-out cross-validation approach.

[^3]: ^b^Based on the results reported by Minowa *et al.* ([@B51]), the dataset is different from what has been used for benchmarking of SBSPKS and other softwares.
